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Legend: 

B -- Bug fix I -- Improvement X -- Additional explanation

-- Change applies to the Android ELD app -- Change applies to the iOS ELD app -- Change applies to the online portal

Summary of previous Release Notes (224, Dec 24th, 2022):

- Multi Operating Authority (MOA)
- Any non-certified log can be certified, regardless of whether it is within cycle days or not.
- Canada Output file encryption added.
- Improvement VIN management.
- Name change to Asphalt ruleset (Short-Haul Operation).
- Portal notification bout ELD service status.

Released Features
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Changes release 224: 

Item Change B/I/X Description

235-1 I List of Exemptions
The ELD app and portal were modified to include a list of the most common US and Canadian HOS 
exemptions. These are the exemptions added:

a) 395.1(k) - Agricultural Operations

b) 395.1(c) - Driver-Salesperson

c) 395.1(b)(2) - State of Emergency Conditions

d) 221.025 (8) - Construction Equipment operating

e) Not Commercial Motor Vehicle

f) 395.1(e)(1) - Short-haul No Break

g) 395.1(e)(2) - Short-haul Non CDL/Ready-Mixed Concrete

h) 390.23 - State of Emergency

i) 395.1(n) - Utility Service Vehicles

j) Sec.81 (CAN) - Drivers operating within 160km of terminal

Back-office personnel can pick an exemption directly on the portal, and the next time the driver logs 
into the ELD app, it will be operating under that specific exemption. Drivers can also pick one of the 
exemptions directly on the ELD app.

There is a custom entry which allows back-office personnel and drivers to enter a different exemption 
description and the ELD will behave the same way as any other exemption where the use of the ELD is 
not required.

235-2 I Unidentified Records listed for All Vehicles
A new option named "All" was added to the Unidentified Records tab on the ELD portal. This option 
shows all unidentified records for all vehicles for a period of time. 

235-3 I New Limited MOA type of user
A new type of user was created for a MOA configuration. Carriers can be assigned to this new type 
of user to limit access to those carriers only. 
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235-4 B Bug reassigning driving time between co-drivers
An error appeared on version 232 under specific circumstances where driving time moved from the 
original driver to a co-driver was not disabled from the original driver. 

235-5 I Changes in the Asset configuration
Trailers no longer need a VIN, and both tractors and trailers no longer need a vehicle plate. 
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